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An analysis of visible/near-infrared polarimetry of Comet Halley I leads to a variation
of the complex refractive index m-n-i-k of grain material with wavelength, i.e., a slight
decrease of n from 1.39 at A=0.371zm to 1.37 at A---2.21zm, in contrast to an increase of k
from 0.024 at A=0.37_m to 0.042 at A=2.2lzm. The mass distribution of grains reported
by Mazets et al. from in situ measurements of Vega 2 was applied in the analysis.
Combining these optical constants with those of "astronomical silicate" proposed by
Draine 2, we present "cometary silicate" as a candidate for cometary grains. Figure 1 shows
the complex refractive index of the proposed "cometary silicate."
Based on the Mie theory, an emission coefficiency of each of the grains is computed,
as well as its temperature, as functions of grain radius and sun-comet (grain) distance r
(see Fig. 2).
It is found (Fig. 3) that the tentative thermal spectrum from these "cometary sili-
cates," where the mass distribution of grains reported by Mazets et al. a from Vega 2 was
applied, fits very well to the infrared spectrum of Comet Halley at r=1.3 AU detected by
Tokunaga et al. 4 and Herter et al. s
This means that "cometary silicate" can explain not only the phase angle (sun-cornet-
observer angle) and wavelength dependences of visible/near-infrared polarization, but also
the thermal emission spectrum of Comet Halley.
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FISUl*e 1. P..efrt_:tJve index n *rid *beorpt|on coemcient k of the proposed "comettry
silicate," ,,,, function of wavelenlph _. Seven arrows indicatm the v_luem deduced from am
• ns/ywls of pol_rimetry of Comet H_dley. x)
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Fl&,ure 2. Temperature T, in unitl of K, of the proposed "cometary silicate." Tb+b. denotes
the temperature of • black body, which is independent of Usin radium
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Figure S. The energy distribution of Comet HLIl,ey ,_F_ vs. _. Computed curves
thermal e.mi,_,ion a/one) sse normaJized to the observed data of Tokuna4_& cta/. (1956) at
= 12.5#m. The d•t• of Herter et _. (1986) hive been scaled to match • v_lue computed
at ,_ = 20pro. In order to demonstr•_ & v_riatioa of spectrum due to an increue of
smaller _'s_nJ with radii less than 0.1pro by • factor c in number, two compui:ed ruul_
• re il|ustratod bued on dust distribution by Muets et ,_. (1986). c=3 leads neglilible
c han._m in bri_tneu and polarization in visible (scattered light), but c=2O produces
significant v_ri•tiorm in both.
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